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Queen And Court Watching Saturday's Festivities

Kettering to Speak at
81st Commencement
Highlighting the
to be held June

Charles

F.

8-1-
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t
Commencement of the College,
will be the Commencement address by

eighty-firs-

Kettering, Hon.

The

'-17.

four-da- y

program commences

on Friday, the 8th, and continues through Monday, the 11th.
rnciavs schedule of activities in
cludes a meeting of the board of trustees, the annual alumni golf toura-menthe Phi Beta Kappa initiation
and tea, a reception of the alumni by
President Lowry, the "W" Association
picnic, the class secretaries' dinner, ihe
Eta Sigma Phi dinner, the Senior concert, and a Little Theater production

South American
Vacation Not Play
For Dr. Lowry

l,

Hnve.
To bc held on Saturday are the
breakfast, the Congressional
Club breakfast, a meeting of Friends
of the Library, the annual meeting of
the Alumni Association, class reunion
luncheons, a Girls' Chorus reception
honoring Miss Richmond, a matinee
presentation of Harvey by the Little
l heater, the Phi Sigma Iota tea, the
alumni parade and dinner, and the
i
dance. At the meeting
of the Friends of the Library, Dr.
George M. Kahrl will speak on ihe
topic of "A Snapper-of Unconsidered Trifles."
Pi-Lambd-
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v
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Saturday Fete Date;
Vill Attend NSA Convention

Senate Sels

Sperry

Plans lor a street dance and ice cream party Saturday night
corner of University St. and College Avenue were approved
Motulav night bv the Student Senate. Scheduled to begin at 8:.'!0

at the

weather permits, the music and relreshments will be free

p.m. if

everyone.
Looking further into Ihe future, the
Senate also approved a motion to send
its president, "Top" Sperry, as an observer to the National Student Association convention and Student Body
President conference at the I'niversity
of Minnesota
in August. Although
Wooster has suspended its active partmember in
icipation as a
NS. ii was felt that the convention
discussion
groups could give the new
Senate president a great deal of information for use on his job next vcar.
l)ac Doivd. who with Jack Clark had
attended the convention last
car, said
"It's the hest thing NSA has."
10

dues-payin-

g

Dr. Adams Leaves

For Air Force Job
Stuart Adams, associate professor of
sociology at the College of Woostcr,
has been appointed to the staff of the
Personnel Research Board at Columbus. Ohio. Professor Adams will bc
during the next twelve
occupied
months in research for the Air f orce,
investigating problems in the "com position of bomber crews." The project
involves the assembling of sociological
and psychological data on crews of
bombers at training
and
bases, and crews of other tvpes of aircraft at operational bases. These data
will be used to determine criteria of
of aircraft
successful
performance
crews and to set up revised procedures
for selection and training of personnel.
I he ultimate aim of the project is to
raise efficiency and reduce losses in aircraft and personnel by better control
over the 'human factor" in crew- makeup and performance.
Mr. Adams has been given a leave
of absence bv the College of Woostcr
for the purpose of accepting the Personnel Research Board assignment.
B-4- 7

B-S- ti

Senate Treasurer

Bob Atwell
submitted a tentative budget for next
ear totalling 5.775 dollars. He repotted a balance to date of 1,02(1.13
dollars
New

the bank.

in

Appointments

to the 10 standing
were read olf, and are as

committees
lollows:

Finances:
Stimson.

Atwell (chairman),

Claik,

Social

Calendar: Ehrhardl
.
Campbell, Atwell,
Movie: Campbell,
chairman),
Atwell. Properties: Clark
(chairman),
and others to be
appointed in the fall.
Elections: Kiizniishin
(chairman), Ora
'xl. Dance Bands: Abcrncthy (chair-llla")- .
Eberhardi. Vic Dances: fresh
men to bc
appointed in the fall.
'chairman),

Abcr-"cihv-

Committee on Committees (to sug
names from outside
the Senate to

gest

"cad special

activities, such as dance
wcotations): Krcidcr (chairman), Aber-nchy- Chapcroncs:
Stimson (chair
ma"). and others to be
appointed in
lhc
1'uhlicity: Orahood.
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Sunday Classical Hour.
broadcast
lcast a recording of
Gem,an Rcll'icm" at 10
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,
Bl" Holmes.
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Bh Zimmerman
lr"pam notes.

Couneay

Lou Michel,
Color Day queen, watches over the
pageant "Golden Fleece of '51" with
her court: Shirley Cousins, Barbara
Policy, Jeanne Milanette, Pat Metzel
last year's queen," Lyn Irwin (maid
Eva

forty-sevent-

h

Woostcr

;

Daily Record

honor), Wylenc Young, Ruth
DiSalvio, Jane Abcrncthy, and Sally
Sterrett (page). The escorts are: Jack
Hogestyn, Dick Carter, Ernie
Dick Campbell, Bill Linforth,
and Bruce Becker.
of

Senior-Alumn-

Mcr-lanl- i,

U

The assembly and academic procession, the Baccalaureate service, a reception of Seniors and their parents by
the President, and the Haydn Oratorio, " The Creation" will make the
program for Sunday.

Weather Clears In Time
For Festive Color Day

Concluding the weekend will be the
Comenccment exercises on Monday
morning. Kettering, for many years a
research
consultant
with
General
monies were to begin, it was raining Motors and recipient of an honorary
as confidently as ever. However, the degree from Wooster in 1947, has chospirit that watches over small liberal sen "Beyond These Hectic Times" as
art colleges of 12(10 enrollment came the subject for his Commencement address.
t
to the rescue, and by 7 a
sun was again warming the
A Communion service in the chapel
will bc held in honor of the Seniors
campus.
on June 3rd.
Bv 10. " I he Time" to all those who

would have
the most optimistic ol
hesitated to predict the warm spring day that came sneaking
into W'ooster lor this year's Color Day festivities. And sneak it
did, lor at 1:00 that morning, j list nine hours before the cere
Even

wcaihcr-guesscr-

Taylor, Wright

Head W.F., Forum
As a result of elections held last
week, two of Wooster's major religious

organizations have determined their
next veal's officers. I'pperclass forum
has chosen Paul Wright president, Pal
.
fester vice president, and Betty
secretary-treasureCordon Taylor will preside over Westminster Fellowship, with Ken Gregory as vice
president, Mary Jane Reimer as secretary and Pal McClelland as treasurer.
The four commissions will bc headed
l;v Mickey McTadden, Faith and Life;
Lyn
Stewardship;
Dickason.
Jean
Irwin. Fellowship; Art French, Outreach.
Roul-ston-

r.

Gordon Tavlor is a sophomore from
Oil City. Pennsylvania. He has served
as an olficer in W F, C lericus. Freshman Forum and I'pperclass Forum.

College President, Scientist And

Theologians To Receive Degrees

s

1

summer. By that time he hopes to
learn that the Cleveland Indians are
solidly in first place.

long-absen-

water-soake-

d

Anderson Speaks
On Campus Dating

had anything to do with the Color
"A girl should know at least 25 men
Dav celebration,
everything was in
very well before marriage," Dr. James
readiness for the traditional activities
Anderson, acting head of the departwhich were held in the stadium. Bement of religion, lold freshmen women
ginning with the processional and
last night in Hoover as he spoke on
crowning of the queen, time moved
campus dating. He described the most
fast as the Maypole dancers, the Scot
band, and the pageant were unfurled
Editor of the Freshman Index next successful marriages as those between
before the queen.
year will be Pat Blosser, the Student colege graduates interested in church
work.
Senate decided Monday night. Chosen
Before marriage, women must pass
to edit the Student Directory for
the stage of outreach of interests towill bc Ivan Preston and Tom ward the
opposite sex, he asserted. A
Angei num.
group discussion closed the talk.

Directory Editors

Named By Senate

1951-195-
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Congressional Elects

Officers For Next Year

meeting of the current
year Monday night, Congressional
Club elected Don Sillars speaker for
the next semester, succeeding John De
Roos. Also recently elected president
of Phi Alpha Thcla, Don is a history
major from Dayton, and a member of
Second Section. He served as clerk ol
Congressional this semester and has
been a member of the organization for
two years.
At its final

A sophomore this year, Pat is a resident of Wooster and a member of
the Spuds social club. She won the
job over five other applicants. A member of the Voice news staff this year,
she also worked on her high school
annual and newspaper.

Tom Angcrman is a native of Pitts
burgh and a member of Eighth Section, while Ivan Preston comes from
Serving with him as clerk next fall Grafton. Pensylvania and is a sophowill bc Dick Duke, a fellow member more in Second Section. He has been
.
tine
Second, and a recently retired mem- appointed sports editor of
of
of
Russell
Vance
Nelson
President
next year's
teaching
includes
experience
academic
is
ber of Ihe Student Senate from the Index and has written sports and feaCarroll College. Waukesha. Wise,
the
slated to receive the honorary degree at the I'niversity of Michigan,
sophomore class. The new treasurer of tures for the Voice this year.
Los Anof Doctor of Laws in the same exer- I'niversity of California at
will be Walter Wolf,
Rapids, Congressional
cises that his son, Morlcy, will receive geles, and Coe College, Cedar
and will bc a
Cincinnati
is
from
who
la. In 1513 he was a member of the
his bachelor of arts degree.
,
will
serve through
He
fall.
senior next
American .Seminar to Russia; in
A
New Testament scholar, John
Engin
fellow
Traveling
vcar.
the
a Lloyd
Wick Bowman of San Francisco TheolFor the convenience of Voice readers
land and Trance. Dr. Russell has conCalif.,
Anselmo,
San
Seminary,
ogical
who may have known these graduates
articles to several
tributed
will be recognized with the honorary
and
of Wooster, we are
history reviews.
degree of Diclor of Divinity.
a list of addresses as it has
printing
from
graduated
was
Mr. Bowman
come to us at this time:
One of the leading authorities on Woostcr in I'.Mti. After earning his
birds and fishes in the I'nitcd Stales, M.A. and bachelor or divinity degree
Sgt. Daniel B. Rcinhold
for receipt of SeI he deadline
is Milton B. Trainman, research assoand his Ph.D. from
at Princeton,
590850
QualificaCollege
Service
lective
ciate with the Stone Laboratory of Louisville Baptist Seminary, he went
B
Battel v. 2nd A.A.A.A.W.
Bn.
extion l est applications has been
Ohio State I'nivcrsiiy. W'ooster will to Saharanpnr. India, where he served
F.M.F.
SerSelective
by
25
May
tended to
honor his contributions in the field of for five years as principal of the
Camp I.cjeune. North Carolina
Service
natural history by conferring the de- I'nitcd 'Theological College. Author of vice, Educational Testing
All applications
today.
announced
PIC. William F. "Arch" Thompson
gree of Doctor of Science.
three books on religion, including
must be in the hands of Educa51055198
winner
Maturity,"
of
"
Religion
The
in
Tor their many contributions
tional Testing Service by May 25,
Btry. C, 2(1 si A FA Bn.
their respective communities of Can- of the $7,500
1951. This applies to the July 12
Fort Benning, Georgia
Robert
now
is
Bowman
Mr.
ton and Mansfield, the Rev. George E. prize,
date for those students whose reTestament
New
Pvt. Richard D. Moat
Parkinson and the Rev. David Neil Dollar Prolcssor of
ligious beliefs prevent their taking
Francisco Theo52085145
Roller will receive the honorary de Interpretation at San
the test on a Saturday, as well as to
logical .Seminary.
Co. A, 13th A LB. CCA.
grees of Doctor of Divinity.
the June 10 and June 30 testings.
Ohio
being
the
longer
no
3rd Armored Division
of
are
a
Fellow
Applications
Trainman,
Mr.
After attending the College of
Fort Knox, Kentucky
for the May 2(ith adminisScience, is the author of
processed
of
Academy
Woostcr for three years, Dr. Russell
can
tickets
history
further
no
natural
and
the
on
tration
Pvt. Greg Smith
graduated from the Iniversity of over 00 papers fishes, including an exbe issued for May 20.
and
I'SSB 111508
Michigan in I9IH. President of Carroll of birds
.
Students who wish to take the
monograph on "Birds of
Co. C SCRTC
College since 1M(, he previously tensive
mail
and
secure,
complete,
monograph
test must
Ohio," and a
served as professor of American history
applications at once.
on "Fishes of
preparation
in
now
of
Camp Gordon. Georgia
and chairman of the department
history at Carlelon College. His earlier Ohio."

One college president, one theology professor, one scientist
and two ministers will bc recipients ol honorary degrees from the
College of Woostcr at the 81st Commencement Monday morning,

By July 30 Mr. Lowry will be back
in Wooster for the remainder of the
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President Howard Lowry will use
Ihe time of his summer vacation for a
four and a half weeks trip by air to
six countries in South America. He is
on assignment to study certain schools
and colleges in that area both those
under state control and those under
the Board of Foreign Missions of the
Presbyterian Church U. S. A. He is
chairman of the Boards' advisory committee on its world program of higher
education.
Mr. Lowry will visit Brazil, Argentina, Chile, Peru, Colombia, and Venezuela. He w ill leave New York on June
27th, flying direct to Rio de Janeiro,
where he will join Dr. Leroy Dodds
and Dr. Stanley Rycroft, of the Foreign Board, at a conference of South
American educators. With Dr. Dodds
and Dr. Rycroft he will continue a
journey that goes as far south as
Buenos Aires, crosses the southern
Andes to Santiago, and moves up the
west coast, ending in Barranquilla,
Colombia.
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Pro Will Be Present
At Recognition Banquet
Golf

The annual WAA recognition banquet, to be held tomorrow night in
Bahcock dining hall at 7, will feature
golf professional Claire Doran as
speaker. Miss Doran, who is Cleveland's outstanding woman golfer, will
demonstrate golf strokes on the range
in the afternoon.
At the banquet certificates will bc
given to women who have been outstanding in athletics during the year.
As a result of the recent elections,
news officers of the WAA are: Flo
Davis, president; Barb Mallery, vice
president; Pris Gallingcr, secretary;
and Barbara I.angclon, treasurer. Sue
Shcra is the social chairman and
Freddy Bcamer is in charge of

Thursday, May
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comurehensives, we besnn to solten somewhat
toward our fellow man and think a little better
of him.
SERIOUSLY, it's been a good year for the
editor. As good a year as anybody can expect
avy time.
THANKS TO SUCH people as Ruth Van
Doren in Calpin and Harry, Carl, Harold and
Oil down at Collier's, we've had the best kind
of cooperation from both the College and the
printers. To them and to Nig Murray and John
Miller of the Wooster Daily Record go special
thanks. Which is not to neglect the mcssrs. Joe
Bindley and Bob Crape: they have been generous with theii time and counsel, and have
been everything we could ask of advisors.
TO NEXT YEAR'S Editor and staff we wish
a thousand good stories and another OCNA cup.
We know they deserve them, and have earned
the right to report what should be the College's
most eventful year since the big fire. A jubilee
year comes only once in fifty, and covering it
should be no ordinary pleasure ;we almost envy
them.
BUT NOW BEFORE we start talking ourselves into a fourth year on the Voice, we'd
better sign off. As was said once or twice before
on another occasion, it's time for a change.
T.F.
Exam-Tim- e

Blues

I've studied now Philosophy
And Jurisprudence, Medicine,
And even, alas! Theology,
From end to end, with labor keen;
And here, poor fool! with all my lore
I stand, no wiser than before
Goethe, Faust
.

. .

The Failure To Exercise
THE CURRENT NATIONAL and

ideo-

logical tensions between Communism and the
West have proved very damaging to civil liberties at home. In adhering to a strict course of
opposition to the Communist form of totalitarianism abroad, we have failed to avoid the consequence of falling into a degree of thought regimentation at home. The traditional rights of free
speech and assembly, of trial by jury, and the
guarantee that no person shall be compelled to
witness against himself these rights have all too
often been the victims in the battle against Communism.
THE DAMAGE DONE to the freedom of
speech and of assembly is clearly evidenced in
the tense intellectual atmosphere of our colleges
and universities. Just how tense political attitudes are can be seen in a recent study of universities made by Kalman Seigel, and published
in the New York Times. Juniors and seniors will
recognize that as recently as two years ago it was
far easier lor a person to freely express unpopular political opinions than it is today.
THERE HAS BEEN no prohibition of free
speech; rather there has been an increasing
inhibition. There has been no outright authoritarian censorship; but there has been an extraordinary growth of
Instructors
are more cautious in their lectures, students
more reserved in their judgments both aided
by a lanatically conservative minority who forever search for instances of deviation from the
approved "American" position.
SPECIFIC EXAMPLES OF injustice are not
as important as the prevailing climate of intellectual inhibition. The failure to fully exercise
our freedom arises, of course, from fear. Fear of
social disapproval, of the "pink" label, of criticism which might result in the loss of job and
graduate school opportunities. There is even fear
of government investigation.
WHATEVER THE REASONS for the prevailing mood of tension and inhibition in our
universities, it is clearly detrimental to creative
educational development and to cultural democracy. It is equally clear that thought regimentation must be resolutely combated if our liberty
is to survive. This is the place to start.
self-censorshi-

p.
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A Job Well Done

Survey Shows

WE ALWAYS SUSPECTED we'd make it,
and here we are. Our last issue ol the Voice.
Tim now to turn in our eyeshatle and retire.
ONE OF OUR more sympathetic friends suggested that we title this piece "So Long Suckers."
An idea. We thanked him for it and changed the
subject. There have been times when we might
have thought that wasn't a bad name for it.
BUT NOW IN the middle of an overdue
1

As Others Say It

Hits Everywhere,

Before We Fade

JUl
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'Good evening, ladies and gentlemen this
is your roving television reporter''
GOING ABROAD?

Students Can Find Living Culture
By Stepping From Tourist Track
By Hans H. Jenny

The time has again arrived when countless thousands (and
some of our best friends among them) get ready to embark on
some exceedingly hazardous trip into the inner regions of an historical and at times quite primitive Europe. Nobody knows lor
certain what these "tourists" (called thusly, because they nervously
leap from one geographical point to another) are really looking

Manv will lind out and never
forgive themselves for leaving their
mothers' protective instincts. Because
I know of the sleepless nights and the
which go
multifarious
preparations
into such a jaunt across the European
past. I herewith venture a few words
of advice to the uninitiated (advice
which the attentive reader will best
snob should
forget and the
take to heart).
A trip through
Europe is usually
not sufficient to acquire all that knowledge of Trench which two years of
courses were unable to pound into an
already tired brain; and it is absolutely inadequate to replace some lost
atom which "Western Concepts of
Man'' left undiscovered or mutilated
in the otherwise sheltered education of
students.
American
The
should not expect too much, lest he
Paintings,
meet with disappointment.
sculpture, mosaics, Elorenlinc villas,
Venetian gondolas, cathedrals and classic columns have a tendency to vanish
behind the commercial outcries of
salesmen and ruthless cigarette merchants. The more subtle features of ancient architecture usually all
but disappear amidst a most amazing
abundance ol mediocrity; and quite
often it rains, which spoils both the
pleasure of looking at high domes and
the panchromatic film. Guides who
speak in the most horrid tongues (evidence that God really punished mankind for erecting the tower of Babel),
crowds of fellow tourists who alwavs
obscure one's view and obnoxious blisters which Americans develop amazingly fast on rough cobble-stonestreets and in the absence of
tation, all these add
to the general displeasure of sightseeing. It should also be noted that a
substantial number of the most worthwhile treasures have long since been
to the I'niicd States
transplanted
where thev fill museums and private
collections. I have come to the shocking conclusion that it is much more
rewarding to light a pipe and lean
back in a comfortable chair and leaf
through a few volumes of good photographic reproductions of old Masters,
where one has a chance to study details without being bothered bv the
mediocre "entourage"
of imitations.
An old thing may be antique, but it is
not necessarily an antique.
Instead of crowding one's itinerary
with sights of the past glory of European nations and instead of longing
for some rather doubtful antiquity, I
should like to suggest to the weary
traveller to concentrate on good food
and people.
for.

all-knowin-

g

art-love-

Coca-Col-

r
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d

around-the-corner-transp-
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can be as great an
the search for hidden
treasures of art. if tasted with an open
mind. The best is usually found olf
the beaten path, in obscure and often
uninviting abodes. Its search takes you
into smelly places of the great cities,
down worn-ou- t
steps, into dark alleys,
amidst the common people and right
into the heart of the country. You
trench farmer
meet the
while eating with him at tables whose
wood has been polished by generations'
of calloused hands; you will experience
the lighthearledness of Italian living
when you cat spaghetti and taste yout
first Chianli somewhere on the shores
of Lake Como; and you will feel as il
transported hcvond the limits of the
rushandlumble world when you walk
a solitary mounlain path in Austria
and hear the herdsmen sing their
pravers into the lonely evening and
have them share their milk and black
hard bread with
ou. bread which
tests the strength of vour teeth and
leaves a flavor of wet earth and warm
hospitality on your lips.
European

adventure

food

as

tight-lippe-

d

And you will meet the characters
who will write tomorrow's books, do
tomorrow's paintings,
build tomorrow's cathedrals,
elect tomorrow's
governments and dream of tomorrow's
adventures. These people are real,
alive, pulsating with a strange zest for
lile which might not be like vouis.
I hey will talk to you about their lears
and hopes, their plans and disappointments; you will lind out that they
crave as much for understanding as
for a standard
of living: you will
notice that they too are proud and
that they too can love and hate and
that the future is as much theirs as it
is yours.

The objects which you

gaze at and

which arc explained in catalogues do
not talk back, but these men will. And
when men talk back, the world echoes
with the refrain of their longing and
Irustration.
and a most significant,
thing will happen to the one who can
listen and tries to grasp the glow ol
friendship which suddenly lights up
across centuries of prejudice, hate and
ignorance. Then you will forget your
itinerary and soon be lost in the
warmth of a new discovery, personal
and unique. When you finally leave,
il is beiause you must and not
because
you want to. Hut amidst the regrets
von will take with you a memory ol
living people who have become your
very own symbol of a new faith in the
future of the world.

FOR SALE
STEINWAY UPRIGHT PIANO
Fine Concert Tone
Ask Larry Weiss,
He has played it.
CHICKERING BABY GRAND
Excellent Condition

116 3rd St. SE

(Phone

New Pbila., O.
3-0891)

.

.

Week-End"-

all-colleg-

I'd like to make this column a means of expressing n)v
thanks and the thanks of the whole school to all the
people who pooled their many talents to produce oir
successful Color Day weekend. For anyone who didn't
take part, it is hard to realize how much time and energy
was poured into the whole undertaking.
Including tlic
athletic teams, there were more than 550 jobs vital t0
its success. Thai's a lot of people. It represents a lot of
time practicing, constructing, advertising, compiling, sell
ing and so on.
I'd like to extend special thanks to Mr. Clapp and his
crew who were more than helpful in performing a thousand errands, hauling sets around and setting up the p. a.
system.

To Howie King and Rob Chang go my sincere congratulations for one of the best Color Day productions
we've seen. The 92 participants in Saturday morning's
activities too; each and every one. The musical side of
Color Dav weekend was beautifully and very colorfully
handled by our band director, Mr. Secord.
Bill Hendrickson,
Pete Williams, Fid
Peg Johnson,
Crowe and Bruce Becker headed separate areas of the
program in jobs that were complex, confusing, and just
plain hard work. Giving thanks to these people seems
hardly enough.

I'm sure Art Murray, the Argo's only passenger first
was personally responsible for our bright sun and
blue sky. Thanks, Art, for your faith in a beautiful day.

class,

Seriously, though. I wish everyone would check through
his pageant program and mentally thank each person
whose name they read there. They certainly deserve it.
Sincerely,
Price Daw
(Color Day chairman)
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Contests Olier
Big Prize Money

g

Congratulations In Order
Dear Tom and Stall:
Seldom do we of the Publications Committee have the
opportunity to say anything complimentary to the staffs.
The cup you have just won presents a chance for me to
pass on a deserved pat on the back. May I say to each
and everv one of you, thanks for a job well done. You
have left a challenge for next year and I know that
the new staff aims to keep the cup.
Joe H. Bindley,
Chairman, Publications

Committee

Some Parting Suggestions
To the Editor:
It seems lhal about this time of year those who are
seniors begin to mellow in their attitudes and begin to
assume expressions people in the alumni office like to see.
Here are some thoughts of one musing senior.
It can almost be assumed that 'we students as individuals have gained far more from Wooster than we have
given in return. Whether or not we are satisfied with our
lour-vea- i
career, we have been developed and given help
in a lar greater measure than we have returned. Further,
and more important, we have had at least the opportunity lo learn how a person can live in this world and still
have a good chance of remaining a Christian. As an individual,
feel I have gained from Wooster pretty nearly
1

would want lo allow me lo begin again as a
lieshman in the world at large. In spile of this, however,
ihcie are a number of shortcomings at Wooster that seem

all that

lo me

1

important.

hsi, legardless of all our pretensions of being liberal,
most ol us at Woosicr are conservative, both in our
anions and thinking Of course. Wooster presents a more
or less sel pattern of education, but tnusi we alwavs be
conloimisis, possessing liule originality? We need more
"odd "people, more radicals, and more people who like to
be dillerenl lor the sake of something new. Wtxisier
would be tremendously benefitted by a few men who
liked lo wear beards or some people who believed in
Communism
or some more who had a different color of
skin.
believe we have failed, all of us. in establishing
Ncxi.
a realistic set ol rules regarding the drinking situation. It
is about lime we realized that people coming from a
society that accepts drinking will not suddenly declare a
moratorium on the practice. It is completely
anachronistic thai a person taking a casual drink oil
campus can be severely punished by the college. It would
be lar heller if misordcrlv conduct
be punished rather than merely drinking. As the rules stand
now there are an awful lot of students who could be hit
by such a rule limiting
drinking. If such a
drinking
change in the rules were made, the
rule would be more readily followed without action bv
the administration.
I

Chances to pick up extra nionev during the summer are available through
two contests one in photography and
one in writing. The contest runners
are using a lot of bait: for pictures,
you can win from $'' to Svi.OOO and
for articles. S.'iOO is the top.
Looking for young photographers,
l.ile Magazine is sponsoring its photo
contest in two divisions
individual
pictures and picture stories. Entries
arc due by Sept. 15.
Contestants must not be over 30 and
must submit evidence of having at
least one of their pictures published.
No more than four pictures is the requirement for the individual picture
division and the sequence part of the
contest is limited to two picture stories.
Prizes will be given to writers bv
the Midwestern Writers' Conference
for such works as plavs. poetry, articles, junior fiction, short stories, and
Lastly, the lime seems appropriate for increased student
"the book I should like to write." responsibility lor making rules about campus as well as
Money awards are S500, SIOO, and enforcing them. We students need to realize that this is
lesser amounts. The deadline is June really our school and lhal it is our concern what some
15.
people may do to the buildings, lawns, etc. But this can
Details for boih these contests will only be done by close cooperation among the faculty'
be available in the Voice ollicc.
administration, and students rather than the department-alisinthai goes on now. The Student Senate, the other
student government organizations, the faculty and adru7
ministration all seem to operate in remote spheres of
action. The result is frustration among many students
and misunderstanding on the part of the faculty ami
WITH
administration. Why can't we get together on some of
these problems such as the drinking problem? We're all
concerned and the students would rather have a greater
leeling of responsibility.
Those remarks may generate some heat; but perhaps
&
some light may result thereby. They are only made in
the hope of helping to make a really good institution,
Your Safest Shoe Store
better.
NE SIDE OF SQUARE
Porter Kcllv
1
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GEORGE KNISELY

To the Editor:

seen

and felt on the campuses of various
colleges in and around Ohio, if we are
to judge by items gleaned from some
of the college papers.
Marietta College art students are
collaborating with one of their professors to decorate a totem pole. This
will camouflage a lightning rod on the
the Marcvlian
professor's properly,
states.
In the spring, a young man's fancy
or so runs the saying.
lightly turns
The Daily Lantern reports that over
200 students were rudely interrupted
the other day when a nearby township
lire department held a practice drill
along one of the popular lover's lanes.
The Otlerbcin Tan and Cardinal reports the failure of a petition by the
seniors, that final exams be scheduled
earlier or omitted entirely. This brave
move was inspired by the idea of a
May Day revolt, no doubt.
.Some OSU girls got carried away by
the spring weather and raided a fraternity house. Relax, the fellows had
previously moved out, according to
plan. This was all a part of the "Sweet,
when the men
heart
moved into hotels to give their best
girls a taste of living in a fiat house.
Ohio Weslcyan students took the
dav oil May 2. This "Spring lever
Day" was based on a plan similar to
the "Blast Day" proposed here. Various organizations held picnics and an
street dance climaxed the
holiday.
It seems that chivalry has hit Miami
t'niversity, although we suspect that a
slight monetary reward is involved.
One of the fraternities has a
service which is a great boon
to the coeds. Enterprising section men
take notice!
It's too bad that the girls going to
Europe this summer can't get nine
cicdits for their trip, as do the vacationing students from Illinois State
Normal. This is summer school made
easy. The students register for summer school, atend classes for a week,
and then take oil for New York and
Europe. The trip is sponsored by the
geography department, so we presume
that it includes class work, too.
New York I'niversity students have
a money raising scheme which might
be used by the Student Senate to gain
funds for remodeling the I'nion. lor
live dollars a student con heave a pic
into the face of any student or faculty
member who gripes him. The fee is to
be used in the building fund for a
new student union.
It seems rather fitting to end this
column with the following gem from
the Selon Journal of Mount St. Joseph
College:
When we cannot get assignments done.
When all we want is fun plus fun,
W hen profs arc glad the bell has rung.
You can bet that spring has sprung.

SH0E POLI8U

Taylor

Hosmer

WOOSTER VOICEJPORTS Wooster Nine Defeals Akron

Ihilu's Up!

Bui Loses To Heidelberg,

FOUR FACTORS CAUSE
SCOT TRACK SUCCESS

5--

4

he Scot baseball uam saw action in two
games this past week in which
ihcy won one and dropped the second. Last Saturday Akron
I'niversily 's
learn visited Wooster lor a game in the Color
Day activities, but lost by an
Tin- Ohio Conlercncc Hack meet conn's here a
limn tomorrow and
margin. Then on Tuesday the Scots traveled to Tillin where they played
u along with what everyone else on campus is saving: Woosler to win.
a strong Heidelberg nine and lost a close
one in the last inning by a
score.
Although such talk delves into the (nunc, it is more of a simple
Against
because
of
prediction
a
the
Akron.
remarkable
Wooster
than
bombarded three hurlers for II saleties and eight
strength ol this year's
Around tlte gvm nil ices this squad is known as the best Scot track team runs. Included in the barrage was a triple
Web Christy down the lelt lield
teamFour factors are primarily responsible lor this: Coach line and two doubles one bv Wally Joachim and the other by bobby Hush.
in '.'; or 30 years,
Munson, Captain Morley Russell, the conlerence's new freshman eligibility
MAI. IN l'l ( 111.1) a brilliant game as he went the distance and
rule, and :m alnindance of material.
limited the opponents to live runs on live hits. Most of ihe hits were scattered
Mr. Munson came here in 1021 anil now holds the title of dean of Ohio but a few costly errors in timely places allowed a lew runs to score.
and swimming coaches. That's a dignified way of saying he has been in
Akron scored two runs in the second to lake an early lead, but in the
he business of coaching track and swimming longer than anyone in the state.
bottom ball ol that inning WoosUt came back to tie up the score at two all.
He started in as football coach in the fall of '21 and since then has also Alter
holding Akron scoreless lor three more innings the Scots exploded in
((KUHd cross country and soccer. Early in his second semester here he organithe lillh lor lour markers and then were never in danger the remainder of
zed the first local swim meet, with Monster facing Case. His reputation as the
game.
is upheld this season by the team's
he best conditioning coach in the slate
I uesdav
the Scols almost had a second victory when they plaved Heidelpower in the distances.
berg,
but were defeated in the last ol the ninth by a score of 5 to I. I
The coach is the person always thought of as responsible lor the team's
outliit the Heidelberg nine by eight saleties lo seven, but live errors bv
showing- Thai is why Russell's inspirational leadership to the squad is news
Woosler proved to be very costly.
wort!". Russell's work does not detract one iota from Munson's credit, but
SHEARER l'l l( 111 1) the game until he was relieved by Dick
supplements his cllorts. adding to the effectiveness ol the team. Art Murray,
freshman coach, calls him. "T he best captain I've seen;" Munson calls him Milligan in the eighth inning. Hush had a line day at the plale as lie rapped
"conscientious." It's his hard woi k that has established the esampie lor the out three singles in live trips. Al Rocco replaced Ward l.ehr at second base
Russell has kept up a pace for the lirst time this season.
team. Beginning his own practice in
anyone. This, combined with his likableness and leadersihal delics loafing by
he Scots still have lour games lelt to play including a game tomorrow
hip which characterize him also in other organizations, makes Russell a here against Ml. I'nion. Saturday Wooster travels lo Oberlin to
meet the
nival factor in the tracksicrs' success.
Yeomen for the second time this season. Monday they meet Ollcrbcin al
No other hilltop spring sport has cashed in on the frosh eligibility rule home and then travel lo Cambicr to play kenyon in the linal game of the
as has track. This change was enacted a few months ago when
season Wednesday.
male enrollments loomed in the minds of coaches around the conference
circuit. The chances of its repeal by football time are good. Hut today Douglr
as hall houses track talent which is being utilized. Last season such
men as Jack HavwartI and Dave Allison could compete only for fun; now
our frosh stand out while they compete for points. Kill Proutv and Dick
Smith have a good hold on clash positions, Bill Voelkel tops the high jumpers,
and Henry VanGorder gains points in the mile.
Another large factor for the squad is its
talent. You've seen
lly liob Clark
them and von know them: Allison in the mile and two miles and John Monroe,
A
sketch
over the Wooster spoi ls scene lor the past year
quick
who has knocked ten seconds oil his mile time; Dick Mav in the half mile,
brings to light i he lad that W.oosier has indeed enjoyed a favorBob Anderson, whose 4 10 yard speed is just over fill seconds; Art l.ouch and
in shot put and able year. Despite a rather dismal start on the gridiron, the
John kcitt in the hurdles; llayward and liob McC.auglicv
I

With Dick Duke
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Scot Tracksters Eye
Conference Title
Py John licrgen

For the first time in some ten years Woostcrites will have a
chance to .see the Ohio Conference "Olympic Games", and there
are strong indications that the Scot track and field artists might
rank lops among the doen or so schools represented here on
Friday, May 25.
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Cross Country, Swimming Teams

first-yea-

Highlight Year's Sport Scene

hard-workin-

g

Black and Gold athletes have taken two second places in the
and arc well on their way to improving that record with

con-leienc- e

discus.

The total of these factors is a team that is expected to establish itself as
the best in the conference. In a meet where many schools compete, ability to
take firsts means more than ability to take many places. It's a place where
strength is better than depth. The fact that the Scots have always taken the
most firsts in their meets this season gives them an advantage. Another advant-

the spring sports.
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ends who must use molasses for
lotion, and who would have made
without half trying.
Mosc Hole's hardwood quintet started off the season with a bang, but had
to settle for a
record brought
about by sev eral unfoi lunate olfnights.
Harry W'cckesser, Jim Rhamev, and
Jack Holt were the big guns and next
season will find the laller two back
shooting for the conference title.
Racketeers Shine Hright
This spring's tennis squad shows
much promise, and with thoughts toward the
teams that have
been the local lot in recent years, it is
almost phenomenal. Chances are very
good that the racket swingers will win
over half their meets this spring, and
for Woosler that is a feat to be coin-iended.
F.nough is being said about the baseball, golf, and Hack squads throughout
the rest of the page. The two laller
(continued on page t)
(cr-gen-
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'51 FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
Sept. 22 Hiram, there
2!) Ohio Northern, here
Oct. 6 Kenyon, here
l.'i Denison, there
20 Muskingum, here
27
Akron, here
Nov. .1 Allegheny, there
10
Mt. I'nion, there
17
Oberlin, here

In Softball Loop

forty-seve-

Kleven games were played in the
Keuarden sofiball league during ihe
week of May
in spile of a steady
ain fall on Thursday and I'riday and
an open date because of the Color Day
festivities. As of Tuesday, Second Section's two entries have taken over fust
and second places, with the Kappa
lh is the only unbeaten nine in action.
Miller Breaks Ankle
Second's varsity outfit has won four
straight games, averaging nearly 1")
inns a contest over lughth, lirsl,
Rabbis, and I'hi Dells. The scores were
.
.
and
Their outstanding outfielder, I'aul Miller, was
lost for the remainder of the season
when he suffered a broken ankle in a
chase for a fly ball during Tuesday's
game.
The Kappa I'll is gained their third
victory when First was forced to forfeit to them due to a misunderstanding in the schedule.
Third Section retained ils standing
with a victory over Fourth on Monday,
their only game in the past week.
As ever. Third features the hurling of
"Iron Man" Web Lewis.
Sixth showed the greatest gain lor
the week by rising from seventh place
lo fourth place with wins over Fifth
!l-l- .r

i
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With the obvious exception of the
track team, the out
present
standing pel loriuances of the vear
have been turned in bv the minor
age is that the meet is at home. The team faces some disadvantages: Munson
sports.
lists about three events in which he does not expect Wooster to place.
Cross country in the fall, and then
Whatever the outcome, the Ohio Conference meet will be the biggest swimming during the winter months
iiack event to come here in years. It promises to provide even better watching
cast the ravs of victory which offset
than the lccent contests with Wcslcvan and Oberlin.
the difficulties which the
major sports were having. The cross
country boys, following the sparkling
SCOT-COTERENC E RECORDS
leadership of Dave Allison, took a secScot Bests ond in the conference meet, being just
Conference
Wooster
1951
Records
Records
edged out bv Oberlin. with Allison
I'"'" vj. cUh
9 S
In.
9.7
honors while setyd. dash....
:i.s
:i.n
:i.s taking the individual
ting a new record for the home course.
yd.
I'll. 7
19.0
49.:
,;'"t vd. run
7
:S i.l
Swimmers Placed Second
run
4:51. S
4:25.
4:2 3.S...
In swimming again, the local mer4
M.!e
run
'i ;'.
9:i5.6
9:57.7
were kept out of the first place
men
S
s
relay
l
l
1:50.
1:5".
Mile relay
3:5n.n spot bv Oberlin in the conference, but
5:::.
:.::i. o
i v:
15. s such stars as I. any l'rice. Ken Michal-skehurdlcs- -L
14 L.
2 4.0
24.0
Dave I'almer. and the medley relay
"
s
s
rVaJ lump
."
n
brought home many of the covteam
'
Hh mrnp
9
6'
v."
n".
from Kent. This was inmedals
eted
lc vault
1"' S"
12' s"
i: s
"
Shut put
45' 11'.;" deed the best swimming team thai
.
S ' i),"
n:sc;is..
s' 'I I..."
local fans have seen in many years.
During this lime. Coach I'll il Sbipe
and his football boys ran into much
w m
V
IMIJiMJlww.:w:s;ysiKafrw.'j ,. ....:::.:.:lough luck and even tougher opposimwwbuj
I
tion, so that the season ended showing
onlv a tie with Kenvon and a victory
'
1
over Allegheny on the black side of the
ledger. The loss of l'rice Daw with his
knee injury would have been a blow
to anv squad, for Daw was one of those

Second Section's
Teams Gain Top

Hole warns intramural
l
players to watch the separate
schedule for contests with the second
teams and advises them to remind opponents of coming games.
and the I'hi Dells. Freshman Bob
Hilly replaced veteran pitcher Jim
Sprinkle effectively Tuesday night as
be hung the defeat on Fifth,
Phi Delts Beat Fourth
The I'hi Dells entered league competition by defeating Fourth,
Later,
however, ihey lost games to Second
and Sixth,
and
The lirst tic contest was plaved on
"I uesday
night, when Seventh and
I.igbth were forced to give in to the
darkening skies with the score 8 8. The
game will be replayed al a later date.
On Monday Seventh featured three
double plays in winning over the
Rabbis.
In the only other game plaved Fifth
.
Section beat First,
Mose

soft-bal-

11-fi-

11-!-
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RAILROAD

WOOSTER

Golfers Face Zips
Then Go To Kent
ith a record of nine wins, one loss,
and one tie. the golfers travel lo
Akron tomorrow and to Kent Saturday
where they will end the season in the
Ohio Conference mcel.
T he team will
play to avenge the
tie the Zippers gave them here
.Saturday.
Dick Paige's
71 led
the field Tuesday at Oberlin when
"iii-i,- .
the locals triumphed.
He
finished ten strokes under Oherlin's
first man Brad Williams. Dave Dowd
shot 80, Bob I'aige hit 7a, and Dave
Augspurger stroked 82.
W

And You Can SAVE up

to

U

on GROUP COACH TICKETS

'SOUTHSIDE

on Low Cost!
Here s the
more
Gather a group of 25 or direcheading home in the same
tion at the same time. Buy c.iiOUP

plan tickets. Each group

o

TTiAVJ

Vuk

m

28

Please!

as
You all leave on one train. But
you can return separately, in time
for reopening of school. Group
Plan savings apply as far as you
all go together. Then buy indiGo Together-r.et-

In Salt Lake City, Utah, there

always a friendly gathering of
University of Utah students in the
Coca-Col-

ice-col- d

helps make these

get-togethe-

rs

something to remember. As a pause

urday night date

Sat-

For Comfort and Safety

MANY WEAKER

Coke belongs.

Take The Train!

ks

ICOCA-COL-

A

AUTHORITY

OF THE

COCA-COL-

A

COMPANY

NOW!

s.

Ask for it either way . . . both
trade-marmean the same thing.
BOTTLED UNDER

tickets the rest

Your nearest railroad passenger
agent will help you organize a
group to get these big savings...
good on most coach trains east of
Chicago or St. Louis, north of the
Ohio and Potomac Rivers, and
west of New York City.
alone,
Cr, if you're traveling
Round-Tripsave 'on Regular

a

from the study grind, or on a

p

Plan Your Group Plan Savings

Annex Cafeteria. And, as in universities everywhere,

urn

vidual round-triof the way.

is

You

EASTERN RAILROADS

BY

BOTTLING COMPANY OF WOOSTERO-

-

1-1000"

HEIDELBERG

"GREAT MISSOURI
RAID"

ar

compared to regfares, or up to
ular round-tri- p
45 Vo compared to buying oneway tickets in each direction!

Annex Cafeteria
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The Scots have defeated all seven of
the conference foes met so far this
year, and have yet to meet Mount
I'nion and Muskingum. They compete against both Mount and Case at
Alliance Saturday before going to Muskingum next Tuesday.
Scots Swamp Last Two Foes
The Scots easily overpowered their
last two opponents, Akron and Deni-

son,

102-2-

5

and

91-3-

Morley Russell

).

led the team in both meets, but set no
new records. Russell remains unbeaten

in the broad jump, has lost only once
in the 220 dash, and is a member of
the unbeaten 880 relay team.
liob Anderson ran his streak in the
LI0 to seven, as John Bolvin followed
him closely in both meets. Dave Allison held back in the two mile against
Denison in order to push the winner,
John Monroe, to good clocking. Jack
Hay ward ruled the shot and discus in

both meets.
Other firsts against Akron were:
Dick Smith (100 yd. and high jump),
Dick May (mile and half mile), Allison (two mile), John Keitt and Art
l.ouch (high hurdles), and Keitt (low
hurdles). Other firsts against Denison
were: Smith (100 yd.), May (half mile),
Russell (low hurdles), Bill Prouly and
Russell (220 yd.), and the mile relay.

Neilers To Enter
Conference Meet
For Season's End

Crilc,
Rocn.
Kani.

Monday Ouerbein visited the Scols
and were promptly and efficiently
trounced 6 to I. After Captain Dick
Bird lost to Otterbein's
player. Fox, by scores of
and
the match was all Wooster 's. Yostecn
defeated Bailor by scores of
while Williams conquered his opponent, Thomas,
Kenney easily
whipped Shirle
and Meengs
shut out Lehmen in two sets
In
the doubles, Bob Ackerly and John
Farmer had little trouble in taking
llieir match as they won two sets by
scores of
from Shirle and
Thomas. However, Fox and Bailor
gave Mccngs and Anderson a tougher
battle, forcing them to three sets before being conciiercd 1,
first-seede-
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"SOLDIERS THREE'
SUN. - MON. - TUES.
VICTOR MATURE
HEDY LaMARR
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"SAMSON AND
DELILAH"
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Graduation Gifts To Suit Each Preference

The Gift Corner
Public Square

Good Luck, Students, and a Happy Vacation!
Hope to see you back next fall.
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KEXARDF.X STANDINGS

AKRON BOX SCORE
Bush.
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1,

6--
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4,

Weather interfered with the neilers'
meet which was scheduled with Akron
on Color Day. Although the weather
was beautiful on Saturday, the rain
from the preceding clay left the conns
in an unplayable condition.
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7-- 5
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Shcarii.

This Friday and Saturday the Woosler Tennis Team will travel lo Oberlin where it will compete in the Ohio
Conference Meet.

l-- 'O

rf
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Milligan

"RAWHIDE"

Ohio Slate (not a participant since
meets; Ohio Wesleyan,
runner-uihe past three years, has
,
bolwon six times;
stered by the great Harrison Dillard,
won five in a row during the 940's;
Denison has won twice ;and Wooster,
Toledo, and Miami won once each.
The laller two schools and Baldwin-Wallacare no longer conference members.
1920) won

13-3-

onc-undcr-p-

at the

n

3.

8-- 8

VACATION STARTS

Woosler has won the conference
crown only once (1031) and since the
late 1030 s has not been in title contention. Oberlin, winners the past two
seasons, has been king sixteen limes in
the
previous meets.
Ohio State Won 15 Times

WOOSTER, OHIO
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German Group

Help You Win

--

.

.

May 17,

1951

.

Highlights

Delia I'hi Alpha, the German honoiar, will lake up its activities next
fall under the presidency of 1'cg Hel
ling, who was elected to succeed John
by Dorque, Jr.
l)e Roos al the club's last meeting
Silence reigned in the cubbyhole Monday night. I'eg will be a senior
thai my roommate, Joe Gabortch, and
next year, and is a German major
I laughingly
call a room. I glanced at
from Johnstown, Pennsylvania. She is
creeping
Joe. a peculiar expression
a member of the Sphinx social club.
over his face.

ti

-

xf

W--

MORE ON

Two Women Head

Dog, Buddy Can

Argo Ambles To Amazons And Animals
-

Thursday,

VOICE

WOOSTER

Page Four

-

On Examinations

(continued

from page 3)
are being watched with anxious eve
bv all, who anticipate conference flags
wav ing in the
'oosier breezes in these
two sports.
Perhaps the most outstanding event
of the year for Scot fans was the na
lional cross country championship race
in which Dave Allison look a third
place, being edged out of second in be
last lew feet.
i

Secretary treasurer lor the German
" Thinkin'?"
scholars will he Barbara liudde, a
All in all, it has been a pretty fair
Cleveland
from
major
"liefore linals!?!" he shrieked. "Naw, chemistry
,
year, especially for Coach Carl
gotta inspiration about how to heal Heights. Barbara is a member of the
who has coached all the teams
dem lings."
Wooster Symphony Orchestra and the who have been the outstanding pcr.
And when Joe gets moved enough Wooster section of the American formers in this great athletic vear of
to struggle with a word like inspiraChemical Society student affiliate.
tion. I knew it really must he someNew members initialed at the meetthing. And it was something. For what
ing
were Bill Buchanan,
Baibara
I
to
you
pass along
thev arc worth,
Joe's suggestions for passing final Budde. Jim Dykes. Iran Fell. Frank
exams.
I'eg Betting.
Haves. Dick Martin,
WHITE LINEN PUMPS
Or. bring a dog to the exam with Carol Kaidos and Richard Yayinger
for chic footwear
you, copy the questions, and tie them of the German department.
(loin',

"Whatcha

Joe",

asked.

I

Mun-son-

1
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X
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USSjS

1

1

on the dog in an inconspicuous place.
Then annoy the dog until he annoys
the prof. I'rof will eject Rover from
class, into the arms of a buddy who
was waiting
for this. Said friend
zooms to the lib. copies the correct
answers and rushes back to the classroom.

i

signal you leave,
putting one bluebook on the desk and
taking the other with you. You get
the correct
the book containing
answers from vour buddy, rush back
into class, and tell the trusting professor that you accidentally turned in
vour scratch blue book, and here is
the correct one.

Daily Record

that he is now all set.
Oh, no, one thing still bothers him.
"How can I get dat 2f bucks so
can come back next fall?"

At a prearranged
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the form of Pat Hummel, Arden
Webb, Bill .arbcr, Bob Kerr, Barb
Mallery, and Bunncy Hughes. This
on
group danced to "Slaughter
Tenth Avenue" for the
pleasure.
sea-goe-

The crew's last landing

rs'

Joe ligiues

Courtesy

Wooster

south pole where they watched Jane
Leber cavort with her dancing
penguins. As .inger, she led the
footwork to "I've Got My Love to
Keep Me Warm."

sling back styles.

Three heel heighths
to suit individual taste

and comfort.
May be tinted any desired

Thanks for ycur patronage
this past year.

color for a nominal fee.

We hope to see the rest
of you fellows next year.
A nice vacation,
everyone!

MISTER

Weigei's Barber Shop

MAKE MERRY

Jack Davis

I nven lory sale
Fireworks
Get them while they're hot!
Phone 1G00--

Ralph Wells
Warren Weigel

SHOE STORE
Famous for Fine Footwear

DOX LUNCHES

always have

George Lahm

SANDWICHES
HOT DINNERS

ready!

DELIVERED TO YOUR DOOR
Any time from 3:00 P.M. to 12:00 A.M.

Jeweler
Wooster, O.
W

We Also Serve Banquets
and Stag Parties

QUALITY DAIRY
PRODUCTS
-

They come in open and
CONGRATULATIONS
and
BEST WISHES
to the
CLASS OF 1951!

L

your camera

MILK

J

vAf--

on summer dates.

CATERING SERVICE

Mav 31.

1035--

J

.

was at the

Time slips arc due in the Treasurer's () trice on Wednesday. Mav
2.'!. '.hecks will he ready on Thtirs-dav- .

Phone

xv

I

1

It was the world on tour Saturday
for the crew of the Argo in the
Color Day pageant. Sailors Boh
Coulhourn, Ron Feltv, Jim Kilgore,
D. D. .Mellon, and Don Kemp embarked on a converted maintenance
truck. They met French Amazons in

221 E. Liberty St.

xv

:-)
9.-0--

""Mm

rflll,

CALL 1845-or 957-or come on out for one of our
BUDGET SAVING MEALS
L

CREAM - BUTTER
ICE CREAM

For Home Delivery
Call 319

SNYDER'S

Shank's

CAMERA SHOP

IDEAL DAIRY

Do-Dro-

R

Inn

p

W. Liberty at Larwill

Liberty at Bever

133 N. Bever St.

ROSE MARIE RIED

7row

itwiate
(J

nacaanct,
7

.

packaged in a sumptuous,
lace

peij-jmsd-

,

.

.

.

.

Sculptured Swim Suits

Modeling

for the swim,

bo:-- :

for psychology!

SPECIAL SHOWING AND SALE

at right Magic Lengths,

Imperial Cultured

the name implies it,
and it's true . . .
this suit
oz. White Shoulders
1

to fit you

dr. Gay Diversion
2Vz

dr. Enchanting
Colognes

$3.00

Menace

.

.

.

Short or tall

pius tax

"Splash"
Set "Splash"

"Surprise"

.3 .00

Laton taffeta

to

10.00

-

29.95 to

insurance policy with each purchase.
Sec these beautiful pearls in our window and in our store.

or power net

Diversion

2.75

..2.75

MAIN FLOOR

to

18.50

BEULAH BECHTEL
PUBLIC SQUARE
"Fashions of Distinction"

WOOSTER

SINCE
PUBLIC SQUARE

5000.00

car

3.00

White Shoulders
Gay
Evyan Perfume
all fragrances
COSMETICS

Necklaces
1-y-

tree bark
White Shoulders
White Shoulders

Pearls, in Necklaces, Bracelets, Earrings, Pins,
Rings. These are part of the fabulous lot 88 which was most of the
fine cultured pearls of Japan that were stored in the Bank of Japan
vaults during the war. These were purchased-bImperial Pearl Co.
and are now being made available to the people who like and appreciate fine things.
y

goes to any length

oz. Golden Shadows
2Vz

a necklace of Imperial Cultured Pearls and a pair of
cultured pearl earrings from Shiblcy 8C Hudson.

diamond and

for the sun,
gold

1

Miss Eva Lou Michel, Color Day Queen

PHONE

920

OLIN

Sc

1906 ON

OHIO

THE SQUARE

MARGARET PRITCHARD,

Owners

